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Introduction

Most spatial information is required to be on computer for design purposes, even if paper
prints are still the preferred media for many other purposes. With much of the data being
captured in an electronic format there would not seem to be much of a problem.

However, like humans there are many different 'languages' and even those who use the same
may have very different ways of construing the 'words'. Look at the difference between
England and America in the use of English.

This guidance note is intended to explain some of the problems in taking field data and
presenting it to the customer (and the consultants who may be working for the customer).

Out in the field

Each survey company will have its own way of working, dependent partly upon the
equipment and software it uses. Thus, although many companies will work in a similar way,
their detailed processes are probably unique.

Standardised, off-the-shelf, systems are in use. They may well be operated by standardised
off-the-shelf operatives, who were stacking shelves in the local supermarket last week. For
routine, definable, surveys such as locating street furniture or simple 'mark the corners of the
crashed car' these systems are fine. They require no survey knowledge by the operator: just
walk to the object and press the button.

More detailed surveys require a much higher degree of individual thought, as well as good
knowledge of survey matters. The surveyor has to picture what the customer is going to do
with the data and then select the surveyed points to create a good representation of an infinite
landscape in a very finite data set. (Automated scanners get round this, to a degree, by taking
tens of thousands of points for each one a surveyor would select.) Where drawings are to be
produced as a final product the surveyor might also consider where the level values and other
text will fall on the drawing; picking the surveyed points to aid clarity on the drawing,
without having to move text away from the point to which it refers.

The field data will invariably be coded to aid identification. It may also carry attributes such
as dimensions, material and reference information. More information on this is available on
our Guidance NoteFeature Coding.

The different requirements of the systems into which the customer is going to place the final
data might also require slightly different techniques in collecting the information. For use on
a system which cannot easily cope with points without level values, surveyed points will have
to be chosen carefully (and perhaps duplicated by another nearby) so that the level values
recorded not only represent the ground but also avoid creating an error in any subsequent
ground modelling. An example would be a pole set on a mound – the level of the base of the
pole would be well above ground level and this would distort any model unless a ring of
ground points were taken around the base of the mound (which might only be a metre wide).
A customer system which could ignore the raised pole value would not need the additional
ground points.
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Back in the office

On completion of the survey the field data will be downloaded from the survey instrument
into specialist survey software or an add-on to a CAD package, for processing. This converts
the information into a coherent whole, which can then be inspected and edited as necessary.
At this stage additional information measured separately may be added.

All the information is still in the survey companies own internal layout and format. Once all
the checking and editing is complete then the data can be placed into the final format required
by the customer. If several consultants are involved, this might mean that there are a number
of conflicting requirements – one might need every point to have a height value, one might
need only ground level points to have a height; another might not wish to have symbols used,
so that all manholes have to have four points, while the drainage consultant might need
manholes to be shown as single centre points only.

Potentially this is the most expensive and error prone part of the survey project; trying to
reconcile all the various conflicting requirements. Sometimes it is necessary to create a
number of different copies of the work and to edit these to suit the individual needs.
Subsequently, if any amendment has to be made it must then be ensured that all the different
versions are changed.

Where paper prints are required as well as digital data further consideration has to be given to
positioning text which falls adjacent to sheet joins, to ensure that text does not become cut in
half or marooned on the wrong sheet.

Final output

Most customers probably use only one or two different software packages for their work, but
they all expect the surveyor to have the latest version himself! The surveyor probably also has
a specialist survey package: the cost of all this software could be more than the yearly
turnover, which is why only the largest firms operate more than a couple of systems.

In practice, most survey software will output the finished product in one or more CAD
formats which are in widespread use; typically AutoCad or MX. Even then tripping hazards
remain. New versions of the CAD software continually come out, but not all customers
upgrade. An output file produced by the surveyor might load on the main customer's system,
but be too up to date for one of the customer's consultants. Output the data in an earlier
version and the customer complains that it isn't to 'The Specification'.

Incidentally, sending the surveyor data in the latest version, which you have just loaded onto
your computer, is unlikely to endear you to him – the survey software is likely to be some
months behind (software writers can only write compatible output programmes once they
know what they are supposed to be compatible with) and might not be able to read it properly.

The final product might also need all the feature names changing to match the customer's own
preferences, which will be different to those of all his consultants. The surveyed features
might also need combining into simplified groupings, although we would always recommend
that the customer accepts a fully featured file. Combining sub-divisions substantially reduces
the value of the data. Please refer to our Guidance noteFeature Coding.

Media

How does the final output travel? How does the customer intend to keep it safe for future
use? There is a special breed of gremlin which inhabits customers' offices, wiping off e-
mailed data and sending the only CD copy to somebody else (always unknown!). Please
ensure that your choice of media is compatible with your procedures for a secure back-up.
Yes, we keep the data, but providing further copies from archive might involve a slight delay
and customers only ever find the data gremlin has been at work when they have already
reached the deadline for submission of their part of the work.
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